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Abstract

'A"'std of- ferticaldigt eqIpment us~ed'n at ulear power plant (N-PP) w-as~conducte4 top
determinetheir susceptibilit•to.p potntial damage from electrmagnetic(,EM) signalthallenges
associated ith the: magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD)', component of a high-altitude EMp,ýulise
(HEMP) and with:Ge•omagetic•aly lnduedt.urrents-:(GIC):produced by.ever-spQe w~ather
events. The ,goal ,wasýtiogeenerate a;n addcndunvto a.,2009. Saindia. stu-dy-onthe effectsoEPEMP'
and high-power mico•wav('es av :(HPM)ý on nuclear, power, plant safe shuI tdown ysytemg The'
estia•teeds•af•ety mains- ganih:n HEMP proj.e •ignl. areg -deemed' sufficni .fr
de monstra~tin.g hardnesgs0 fdiita1 u~iprnt .against: such threats.

FPuther dsminmtionauthobrized~.tIo the2'DeAOrMtnet of6Energy andDOE ontracitors onlyo.,ther
,r'equ eIts sha LWbeapproed by theOýoriginatin efacility or higher DOE programmatic uthority.
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1. FPurpose

'The-g0al of thls repor piýsto compare deliberate EM t.hreats,,discussed-In a previous" repo~rt;[Ref. 1], to
thethratposd y naturally- ocurring events; speci1fi-cally fromteeetia inu tsruligfm

geomagnetic storms. 'The previous, r eport analyzed two types'-f deliberate threat sigrials. The first was
a directed-energy RF/HPM ,threat produced by:conventional means-using pulsed sources'and sOpqially
designedand tuned.antennas. These ,sources generate a.yery:shorti intense energyfield often:lasting
.less t•an.a microsecond but' having an 'electric field amplitude that can be, on.the order of tens of
kilovolts per meter, The second was'froiM a'high-altitude nuclear electrOmagnetic pulse (EM P), created
whena ~nuclear Weapon is detonated atk an altitu'de of 125-250+,.miles above the earth. The:ruclear
1explosion prOduces a p§uleof enrgiy thaitInte&acts wlth: the earth'satmosphere belOwjitanl d nearly
.simultaneously generatesan approximately planar EM wave over the entire.continental U.S.

inp th e previous reportj which was tself an update of "a similar reportcompleted In 1983 [21,only the
Early Time, 0or.Elportion of n the "HEMP signalwas.-analyzed (see figure below)-. This decision.-was: made
because it parpaleledAthe anaitlysis-approach-of Kthe original report and, because.-ihe El field levels and
'time-characteristics-were-similar ,to those :of the conventional HPM threat values.. However, the -signals%
,generated. by geomagnetic phenomenon can be hundredso_0f sectonds:or more in dur'ation and contain,
Sfield levels on the order of 10 V/km. e seuthese characteristics more l osely-resemble the L'ate Time,
:or E3, portion. of the H EMP'threatthe H EMP El and E2. signals, and the conventional H PM threat .signals,,
.will not be included in 'this :analysis,. For completeness, HEMP1E2 signals are con)sidered to be similar in
strength and duration to a lightning: strike.

Early Time (El) Intermedlate Time(E2) . Late im.jp (E3 )

10 4-: Prompt Gamma:Signal
Scattered Gamma Signal:

102 Neutron Gamma Signal

.~ 10 -- ; MHD.Signal

1072,

'0 1* ;J0-8 1,06 104 10-2 1:00 10,2 i'Q4

Figure j A! pproximate temppora beh aior.of HEMPl131
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2 THE EMTHREATS.

2.1. The Magneto-Hydrodynamic (MHD) Threat

As mentioned above, an-EMP threat signal is created when a nuclear weapon is detonated-at an altitude
of 125-250+ miles above theearth. The resulting HEMP El fields can produce transient voltages on
miles of exposed electrical conductors, either above or below ground level, propagating and building to
a. peak intensity of thousands of volts but:with -a much longer duration (tens of microseconds). These
transient'voltage signals-can generate .large transient currents- (hundreds to thousands of amperes) that.
-will be-transmitted Into.facilties7-through penetration points; propagating through pathways normally
used by power.generating equipmegnt, computers, .communicatio n.:equipment, etc.,. until reaching and
damaging electronic devices that:may be sensitive-to such signal-induced stress. This was.the primary
*focus of the previous report.

Additionally, a threat signal is also-created by the variation induced in the Earth's magnetic. field in
response to the, nuclear detonation'. This late-time EMP' energy is. also known as the magneto-
,hydrodynamic (MHD). pulse,, or E3 signal. The equation for the electric field arising from *the, time
changing magnetic field at the Earth's surface Is given below in Equation 1 [4, p. 3]. This-equation is for
a single layer model of the Earth ;with a constant conductivity,.:-a. Multi-layered models require:,an
-additional complex term inside the integral to represent more realistic earth conductivity models-. Also,
an accurate description-of the magneticfleld isistill.requiredto evaluate this expression.

Using .this equation, very complicated coupling calculations would. be performed next to determine the
.currents Induced in overhead and buried cables. This is the same approach that was used in the
.previous report and those-equations can be found there. However, most.attempts-at analysis simplify
this process: by first, considering the' underlying physics of the detonation, and the overall shape and.
magnitude oft he resulting waveform.r.

-Physically, there' are actually 'two subcomponents of the E3 signal, the. first is called the' blastwwave-
component and the second is. the atmospheric heave:component. The blast-wave component can- be
modeled as:a quasi-static, problem, with a brief, intense magnetic-dipole located at ihe detonation

location acting as a perturbation to-the overall geomagnetic field. The second component is similar-to
the first, but it is generated as the, heated Ionized air from the detonation tries-to return to its original
-state. Both components'generate fields of comparable. levels; on the-order of a few volts per kilometer
depending on the conductivity of'the ground below, with the first component starting-immediately-and
lasting a few seconds and the second component starting about ten seconds after the detonation and.
lasting .a few hundred seconds, see Figure -2. While it might notl seem intuitive,- frequency analysis
confirms that'most-of the energy is located below 1Hz, which'means in comparison to power systems it,
is quasi-DC and therefore the threat'slgnal -is often treated as. a constant. This means that bsic: DC
-circuit modeling concepts can be used to perform- any further analysis of-the problem. Mostpublished
-research uses. simple DC currents on.the .order of 50A to 200A when testing the effects of MHD on
power system-components 14, 5]..
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Figure 2:TimADomain.Behavior of.MHD.vs. Conductivity j4]

The HEMP, E3 energy footprint on thesurface of the Earth, see Figure 3, is distributed differently than

the typical 'smile . diagram, see Figure 4,,described in the previous reports. .tiis much smaller and forms

sirriple ellipticalpatterns of varyingintensity.. Its polarization'tends to be orientated more stronglyifinthe
east to westdirection [284]1 StillIit is'largeenough that a significant DC current will be induced when a

long powerdistributionling isjIluminated by an electric field with a strength of'0nly a'few tens, of 'volts
per kilometer if it isoriented in roughlythe same direction.
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'The HiEMP E3 energy.footprnt ofthe surfalqeof.the Earth, see',Figu"reý 3 is'.distributed differently_ than!:,
the typical' smile' dia ram, see FigUrle4, described:in the previous reports.. It is much smaller and'forms,
simple elliptical patters of vary~ingintensity. Its polarization'tends to be orientated more stronglyin the,
east to west direction [184]. :Still" itý isla.rge enough:that a significant D•.current will be induced when a
long power.distributIon line is illuminated by an: electric.field-with a strenfth only a few-tens-of volts.

P.er kilometeritit is oriented in roughIytthe same dlrection.
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2.2 7TheGeomagnitic Induced Current (GIC) Threat

:2.2.1 Space.Weather

'Geomagneicallyi- nduced' CurrentsJ(GICs) are fthe byproduct ofran incredibly complex and mu.tistage.
ýinteracion proesýlsbetween the Ealrha.nd the, Sun., ý"The'process- starts ast-t the Sun with:its own volatile2

-and variable magnetic field:and'its production of a steady streamofpartides beingcontinuously ejected-
into space,.,commonly known as. the solar: wind.. Added to this, mniture are the ,more Sporadic.. Solar-
events,, like flars :and coronal ma-s ejecions.(CMEs), that can throwlarge, relatively dense. cloudsf
plasma out into interplanetary space as well. CMEs and ,regions of the-sqlarw.,nd .traveling, atdifferent
:speeds interact with• each other during .their ourney away from the Sunm :p0rd•ucin• countless,
.,combinations-.of,.solar wind.-conditions -when theyWfinallyI reach, the Earth several days later.. These
conditions:Include the speeds, densities -and temperatures. (kinetic energies) of the s1lar wind, particles;

:as well as the.strengthsand:orientations o:f its electric and magnetic fields. This overall interplaneta r
environment that .the Earth encountersis often called Space Weather,

5pace !Weathier'lnteracts with the;Earth's magnetlcifieid,-creatiýg the magnetosphere; a region formed
as the Earth's own magnetic- fieldtripes to. balance itselfagainst the interplanetary- environment and
forms a prot•citive.region arounqd the Earth. The. transient, and fluctuating nature. of. SPacie Weather
ýprevents thi sprotectivelaJer froom being:completely impenetrable and energized pasma .from the: solar.
.windfinds &,severalUWayst 6couple'intothe magnetosphere. The magnetosphere .responds-by changing'.

,and: flowing,.in .an:attempt to reach a new point0of intemral equilibrium and'-external balance. Theseý
ckhakngqes Within the magnetosphere are' fundamentally nothing ýmore--,than -plasma currents and.
electromagnetic fields, inducing and coupling energy into- each -other ýand also into the Earth's
.ionosphere. -The ionosphereris theb spherical regionr aroundAtheEarth beneath the, magnetosphere,
where•ions andelectrons created by solarradiation exist in the largest denisities.

OFFIC.;AL USE-oNLY
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Themotions of these charged.'particles. generate. additional currents and fields.,which can interact "with
the magnetosphere;above and the Earth below. Theionosphere, Is also theý reg!on from which h_,particles I
can .precipitate into the.polar regions of the earh, and generate aurorae. The conditions produced in

the ioniosphere induce fields and. currents-:attlthoesurface,.of the Earth, tith. a strength that varies
depending on the conductivity of the.Earth to hundreds of kilometers belowthe surface; These fields
are fina!ly the.source of GICsas lpng:conductors ,grou nded in at least twolocutions, provide a •loW
-resistance, path,-for currents -toflJow. Three graph.ical depictions ;of-this seqpuenie -qand ;,th.eqvarious'
interactions'that:take-place :are :shown below.,
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Fi!gur De.il.ed :Diagram of Spae Weather Interacions (9, p. 841

2.2.2 Geomagnetic Storms and ,Substorms

There are-still a lot of issues-iot welt understood or agreed upon-by the scientific community that
monitors, studies and models te .Pace .Weater .phenmenn. 'For examp e•, same use of the-term,
Space Weather as described above, while. others$use, the; term toi reference all the. .near-lEarth
interactions and changes between the interplanetary environment., the, ,magnetosphere. and the

iOnosphere,. One of: the few points that do seem•nfairly:,well established is-that:there.are alsotwo basic
ypeso~f geomagnetic events-that regularly; oc curdan, have the potent ial to, produce noticeab eleffects-

ý,on the surface of theEarth; thesearecalled geomagnetic storms,,a.nds substorms.

2.2.2.1 Geomagnetic Storms

;Geomagnetic sto .rms I are caused Oby the more sporadicJevents, s4ch as when:the plasma .cloud from a
XCMEor whenMa CorotatingInteraction, Region.(CIR) reaches the Earth. A.CIR is•formed when a fasterr

.:moving, section-of thesolar wind:,catches .up to'.aSlower moving portion of thesolar wind and leading
Aedge and trailing'edge shock-waves are.generated as they Interact. This usually happens•4at diStances
.greater than'the Earth's orbit, butS it does oDccasional!yý,happen.clse.enoug6hto.4the sun thatfthere is al'
chance the Earth willexperienceithis evnt.
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Geomagnelic storms% a so generate shock, waves, whený they interact wi•h the magonetophere and

.generally have: enough energy rto. compress or reducelthe-size of the '.magnetospherer .On ithe:sunward
Side f- the Earth;,6 causing increased plasma densities, terpe•tUres and pressures-in this region., The
m agrnetospheFere reacts to these cha nges:by tryingto reistribute the e nergy.around the Earth aand down
Into other regions or zones of Earth's atmosphere. This'.reaction can induce lar e voltalgepotentials at'r
the surface OfltheiEarth and, depending;on •the:conductivItyin the region;, very largecu'rrents as well,
see Figure 7. Assuming.that the changes in the magneticsfielJs of the ionosphee can be det ermined,

the elecricfields inducedrat thesure can be found'from Equatlon 2 [10, p. 4-5]..

E~~t> = A!!rL') 9,t'2%J . at I(2).

Assuming that- - Is very :small.irin mparison.to time constants related to "eomagneticphenomenon,
,the'Bessel function can bereplace, wth lts asymptotic-large-argument-expression to get the following.

= J-i8(~*~)t
77[j ~ .13)

This equationfis veryisimilar to equation (1)', essentialv: difering "only in a cha g of Ovariabes. and -the
related changelin the lower limit of integration. In a similar responseltolthe. complexity of modeling and
analyzing the complex waveform of the.HEMP E3. induced currents, the: GIC waveforms are-also often
described as " quasi-DC". :siginalýs ahd analVsis'and vulrierability studiesi are frequentVl:perfotrmedusiig a
DC c,'urrent on.the order of100A. The similarities between the HEMP B electric fields and ,the elecric
fields-thati ndce .a GIC can clearly•be.seen in the figure below;

15
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F!.ure 8:"• Compao of MHD-and!GI. Wa.VeformA'KpASl
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Some :of the fields that generate GICs are -distributed primarily In a geomagnetically referenced,.ieast-to-
west-directed ring-shaped area around the polar regions of the earth. They can be,.measuredias a

change In the Earth's undisturbed'magnetic.field strength of approximately 30,000 nanoTesias n•). The
*issue of where the maximum field values lie jis primarily a function of the intensity of the solar wind,-the
,magnitudeof the plasma energy-coupledinto the ionosphere, and~the-time of year. The area or auror'al
:zone also ~hanges and evolves over a period of hours or sometimes days; as the various~space weather
mechanisms continue to inject energy and particles into the, magnetosphere" and the magnetosphere

reacts and compensates forithese changes.

C..Q

'Figure 9: Percent Problability ofan Hour with d]ldtin Excess of 300nTlmin 17, p. 5241

2.212.2 GeomagneticSubstorms

Geomagnetic substorms, on the other hand, occur when the conditions between the "background" solar
wind and the mg~netosphere interact'under specific conditions. Although substorms generally:occur

more often, if not daily, thevusuallyý/produce weaker effects at the Earths surface. Equations.(2) and (3)
would still be Used to find the electric. fields Induced at the Earth's surfac-e by a substorm,: but the
expresslon for. the, :changing magnetic field .within the integral would' be, different. A substorm is
:specifically created' when the magnetic field of the solar .wind:aligns predominantly northward or

,southward in relation tothe.magneticfield of the'Earth in the sunward 'direction, that is; atthe point.of
the magnetosphere where the solar wind first comes into contact with it.

if the solar wind's ,magnetic field is aligned predominantly, northward, the field lines will wrap around
the;, magnetosphere and reconnect with the magnetosphere's field lines 'just past the.. poles- (antia,
sunward), at high northern and dsouthern latitudes, see. Figure 10. The factthlatthereconnection process
occurs is widely accepted, even if the specific physics of this phenomenon are still under debate. The
reconnection .-allows some Of the solar wind plasma. to couple into the .sunward side, of the

.9
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magnetosphere,- gaining energy-as:the magnetic field lines shortenand relax. into shape., Astheoverall

magnetosphere reocts:to thisI input of .magnetic field lines and:energetic-plasma, field aligned Wcurrents
flow.into and'.out from the ,polar re•gonsinto ther magnetosphere's tail and the: Earth'sequatorial Ring
Cqrrent increases. All of these effects -cangenerate-fields and voltages att -the suýre that could

potentially induce iCs. 'T Is $ituation, however, Is reallymore of alesser substorm compared to when
,the solar wind is aligneed predominant.y in the southward direction.

Interplanetary Field Northward

North.

:Solar-Wind---'

Figure 110: Mignetic Field Reonnection fodrm NorthW0a0. Inel .lnetiaryMagineticField 11. ;p.'37]

In the case when the::solar winidis aligned predorninantly in the.southward:direction,, reconinection

occurs at'.theipoint wiherethe solar wind field lines and the magnetosphere's.field-lines first meet, at the

inmost sunward point. This creates 'twoopen field lines, aitacbed to-the northern and ýsouthern .Polar"

Regions, which then.convect, around the Earthto the magnetosphere's tall, where they reconnect with
ther magnetosphere'again, see Figure .*11. Thisr process couples alot more. of the'"solar wind's plasma.
deep into the tail region. of the magnetosphere, where externail solkarwind pessures. and internal'
recoennect'ion processescanighly~enerize the plasma. ,As the reconnection processr completes,some

of the newIly.,energized plasma is ejected away ,from the tEarth ard deeper ihnto the-,.tail as the newly.

reformed solar wind. magnetic field.lines -ontinue their interplanetary journey, The-rest is injectedinto.
Iower.altitudercegions of the-nighttime magnetosp here, ,as newl[y form-ed.feld ines shoren and relax in

a manner: similar-to the. daysidefield lines of the previous example. As.this-high energy, high density

plasma-is added .to-thenfghtside-magnetosphere,.it causes the.-aurorat regions to strengthen and. expand,
.towards.the_ equator., Thisalso causes magnetic c0nvection towar dsthe dayside as themagnefsp here

.tries to .eturM to equilibrium,:generating relatively .weaker field aligned currents flowingr into and out

from .thePolar Regions into the, magrnetospheres tail and relativellystronger increases in theequatorial,
Rirg CUrrent, icompared to .the.rnorthward directed substorm.r The vmore highly variable'interaction

-between Ithe magnetosphere's tall andsthe. solar wind, influencing. Where and.when this ;second'
-econnectionevent occurs, leads to greatetr extremes in the ionospherictand surface effects produced - y

the southward directed'substorm,. Addtionaily, because of the.greater-coupling of solar-wind Plasma,
the increased energizing-of"this plasma by therelaxing magnetic field lines and the non-symrnetric,

natur.eof a dayside to nightside reconnection pattern versus :a near-simultaneous. niorth. polar:andsouth.

,polar reconnectionq pattern,: the' southward directed substorm-generating polar wind has; received
,substantially moreattention in the form of measurements, analysisý and modeling than 'has .the

norhward directed substorm.

.10"
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Interplanetary Field Southward

SolarN
Wind '

Figure I11 Magnetic:Field Reconnection for a Southward Interplanetary Magnetic Field 110 .1371

2.22.3 Factors-Affecting Geomagnetic Events

ýThe likelihood of the solar wind's magnetic field being aligned withjthe magnetosphere's field is offected
by a large numberof constantl4y changing factors. The Earth's magnetic field s:-notialigned with its axis

of -rotation. Assuming that- the field. is! similar to that obf, a magnetic dipole, which is a fairly decent
assumption-for --a simple, first order discussion such as-this, the ends pof the dipole will h.he-spinning.
around the'Earth'saxis., the Earth's axis-is also tilted about 23° with respect to its orbital plane, meaning
this rotating-dipole-will presenta different directional aspect, of-itself towards the'sunat.different.times
of the year. This fact is clearl shown in FIgure 12.
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Figure 12- Storm. Variations by Month -:Averag*s Buased an Datatfr•.n 1868-1996 [11, i ,44I
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The Sun also'rotates; around.:an:axis that is tilted about 7c from the ,ecliptic;"the planein which:all the
planets rotate.. The rotational peiod.of the, sun varies from.about 25 daysi at the equator to about 3S
days+at the poles. Its magnetic field is less like a dipole field than the:Earth's, but can still ,bemodeled as
:adipole in the simplest, discUssions, :with. additional quadrupole terms -added if additional a¢ccu racy. i
re.quired, Varization of'its rotation'al, speedlis susplected of-ihcreasing the complexity of ..the'm.'nagnetic•

ýfield generating processes.within:the sun, creating an increasing nuinbe'rof sunspotsý flares'and similar-
featu~r~es:in.a 'periodic -manner. At the -end' of -this,: eleven year. cycle, the. direction of the-dipole
componentOf theSu n's magnetic field reverses,, and-the process begins again, see Figure 13.

20
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40o
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1 .. 2 3 4 5 6' 7.89 10 1-1" 12
Year Of -Sunspot Cycle

FiRgu re 13:oi Sormln ritions and Sunipot-Activity -Avrages.Based on Data frm 1S68-19.ll 9 in, p. p431

The solar wind :is. primarily :generated in reglons wihere local ,magnetic field 'structures on the suriface'of:
the Sun caus-e the"magnetic field lines-to extendoutward, into' tnterplanetary.space rather thant urve
,back. around:to and., lose on the iun in another location. Because.the solar:wind is comprsed of a

.stronglq icon-ductig plasma, ,the i magnetic field"lines:tare "frozen" into the plasmaini this.,orieotation;
whichinltlally leads to, the- expectation that: allinterpla-netary field lines should: bedirected radially from

$the Sun. -oweerL when the vairying, rotationalrspeeds and• the pvarying peeds of-the so6ar wind

travelling away from Jthe.supnare:, nonideredr'et he resulting interplanetary-magnetic-field(l.nes:get c.urve•d"
into a spiral or pinwheel shape, .and.when thetilt ,of the sun and the underlying dipole:field are.

•considered, the northWa rd a ndsouthward. co mponents :are 'added :to generate a 3DWinterplanetary field
ýthat is described as resembling*the tWirling skirt:of a dancer.['12}J

r"4

F igure' 14:.Three,.Dimensiounl Varitlon of the Interplntan•.t y; Magnetic.Field,1131
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3 Analysis Methods&arnd Results

3.1. CouplingAnalysis:

;EMPE3 andGIC)penergiesproduced.outside a facility:canony initeractwiththe~safety. ystems insidlea.
nuclear power plant if, the4thrteat ..energy, can ifnd a- means to enter the: facility and also -be, coupled and.

delivered't s:thevulnerable components oflthe systems. As described.In detail in the previous reporit
there-are only-.two .•realistIc, methods ifor signal transmission:. 1).)for the:source field to coup!eq.with.
externial' elements ,of theI NPP boundary systems,. such as ýabove :and 'below ground conduits;
power/signailcabiles, and structural features that- can then be conductively, carried intd thee.facility'S.
inemrnal-structures and componenits$by:the interma 'systems themselvesý :or 2) forIthe fields to penetrate'
the facility diirectlywIthou.t a distinct,.'clearly Identlfiable conductive mechran6Ismand;then coupie to.•
,corresponding in.teriorelements of the systems. The-factthatthefeld.levels In both potntnial threat.
mechanism•being reviewed in this. report are approximately a million times weaker .than .thei ýHEMP- El
and HPM fields::previouslyanalyzed allaws for-thesecond deliverý option,:to ;be ignored: In thIs'report.

hus,.the..threat. caiculations performed;..for ,his:assessment were ,focuse only hon theexternal coupling
and transmission, scenario. .Finally, ibecause coupling to buried cables and pipes'isW a much' more. lOssy.
process,:and more-concerned-with issOesof ortosilon :rather than.current: generatiori, only overhead

line effects, will be considered.

The models used to.de.termin.e• teg:.magnitude of, the HEMPE3. induced cu.rrents.coupled .intoqoverhead.
power'lines are dependent on a'few. keyvariables that all haveea .specific:value .!at the•-momen't of

.detonation; theyield of the Weapon,:the heightof the burst, the latitude of ground zero, etc.- Obvlously,-
goingiinto greater detail onthispoentially sensitiv e.topic is beyond the scope of this unclassified report.
:fortunately,-most of the work has.already been done and documented, as seen in Figure'.15: arnd Figure.

16. Note.that the maximum current.increases, with increased line voItage, This Isbecausewhigher
voltage linesusually havelower resistan'ces to reduce loss..

"1 IN.1102W.- 4.1
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0 ......

Un, Wigt lk(c). .
.Figure s: MHD Indueed Current Magnitude vs. Lmng&t for Three-Line Cisses (4, p.:251
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hFigu-re 16!.MHlD,1nduc4edCurrent Magnitude1vs. LimeVoltage A4 p.261

On the other'hand, the magnitude of the GICs is depenidenit-on many: more variables that are conti nually

changihg anJddependeht' oneach other in non•linear and podrly understdod reilationships. This has.lead
'to1 'everal ecades,.of researc kand analysis in a contant attempt to develop increasinglyV accurate:

models and' preiction technique. Not, unlike attemptsý to model and predict atmosphericweather
:events, the-analysis. of sPace weaiher:and -GICs has. the- benefit oflong term statistical databases for-
model construction and~rcomPanson. a Data that relates-to geomagrietic events. has been recorded for
over 15 yearsh albeit when-many of the earliest data Was co11ectede its applicability to'this-field had not'

yett been recognized.-, Also; as mrentioned earlier, the regular. doily occqrrence of, substorms,,niost of
whVich are too low in intensity to be.of .any seriousýcroncern, aliows-for additional data to.be constantly
;collected and:for the improvementof models and prediction techniques.

According*to Pricej (141, GIC currents of up to 200A in:the neutral line ofa three-phase power
transmission 'system. have been reported In Finland and :Sweden, but vialues of-10 to 15A are more-
typical-In England. Models.of the.4OOkV:national 'power grddin 'Finland developed by Pirjoia[15] predict-
,currentsjin therange of 50Atod100QA-• erV/km of-electric field. Viljanen and: Pirjola also-state th.aithe-
largest GIC ever measured in !Finland was 201A, for a +one minute .average, sugg~esting that the peak was

certainly higher. Also, the. largest,.'electric field they measured was 4. V/km ;-which led them rto-state:
•that a 210Ato-3-00AGIC Was possible. Thesevalues are in the-same range as the measurements taken
on the 'power grid in Kazakhstanl dring seven periods of high geomagnetic atiity (16].. In Canada, aý
model 'of the50kVr Hydro One power grid also predicts"GlICcurrent values in the -25A4to 406A per V/kmh:.
range.for north-south oited e ectric fields, but also predicts valuesI: 4o1A-to2i 2A per-V/km for east-

west oriented fieldts 171.o
it is difficult to-definitively comparetheir relative magnitudes of GiC and MHDinduced.cu rrqents. The

MHD induced current magnitude;. i a function not: onlyý of- the weapon.sizeý and altitude, which
determines -theksize.of the MHD's footprint, but also the location+.ofiground zero and the presence,
length; and orientatio; of the .tr;ansmission•llines illumninated. SiMilarlythe GIC's current:. magnitude .is:
dependent on the relative intensity of.the storm, the'degree to'which the ionospheric currents reaic and'
theauro~ral zone evolves, and thejeng.thand orientation or•the transmission lines illuminated,
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3.2 Probabilityzof GIC Occurencen

Not oly has the decades of.•gemagnetic data: colleced worldwide been analyzed to predict the
possible strengths OfGIC induced intothe overheadlines ofpower transmission.systemsAi'thas also
,been studied to: help:understand the-frequency ,.and likelihood .of ,sverstorm :occurrence., Sensors-and
,recording :equipment:.around theCworld:,and'ever6r• outer spacehave been put into place overthe

years to measureland record magnetic apn electric field fluc*tution s.The:.next two fgures are Just two
of the manyestatistical resultsthat have beendeveloped .using.this data,- Foradditonal examples: and

.descri•itons, moreiriformation hasibeen included in Appendix A
Thiis next figure provides an estimate for the n umber-of times aGlC curent• cbe expected to exceeda-

given current,-value for a minimum r.of 10 secoinds':In:any given year, and even goes ýso-far as: to expa nd
this prediction basedon-Whether itis a quiet, average or activeyearin terms:ofsolar activity. According
tothis chart~, a.currentof-40A .can nbe expected tooccur at least once a year when the sun. is:quiet, but
curren-tof 175A can be expected once ayear when the sun is active.

5000

wmnt,/A

Note: Lower-Dashed.Line is forQuiet Yearst UpperDashed Une isfor Active Years;
and.Center Urie is-for AverageYears n Terms obfSolar Activity.

in' a similar analysis, :the histOgram below. (Figure 18) shows the~distributiOn-of~the lengths of time that
over one hu.ndred, andS, seventyoftheý, most isevere recorded. GIC events lasteid. Storm categories, apnd

indice~s-are describedinmor detailin-Appendix;4 A, utasevere storm isdefinked as onesthatgenrae
surface currents of 1'A or mor' e and:has a K.index of'seven or more onq"a sclelfrom nzeroto:nine 7This
chart:,only includes events.haVing..rcrutents exceeding, 4OA and aK: Index of 9, andwhile the great
majority oftihem lrted less!than a minute,.there have been:a few. -ases where thesevents havelastedI
ov~erfive minutes.,
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Fig~ure 18:-Numnber~ofGlC-.OccUrrences Vs, Duration in Seconds I8S , p. 53

3,.3 Anaiysiskof MHOandGlC Effecs

Research performed:over the" last .two. decades-.suggests.that transformers .at-the ends or 'nodes.bf a.
transmission line grid'absorbaithe bIuntrof the -damage. The DC nature- of the' currenti alters-Athe.
operatingch~aracteritics of ;the.transfor•er,- generating, half-cycle rectificatmin •effect;s that manifest as
higher order harmonics o"nthe dther.side ofLthe line. This:_can lead -to an increase in,,therrearctive powerý
demand, tripping, compensatorfs-_,designed to 'protect the 'overall system [7]6. Additionally, the DC.
curregnts can saturate 'the.trantsformerogenerating'magnetic-flux 1rinstructuraI componenrts that were'not.'
.designed:to handle'flux and, react" by heating. Ove rtime, heatingvofmetal Pparts and other' structural
components can weaken them apnd-make them: more prone.,tofail. It .can also cause bubbles tojbeý
-generated .-in transformer oils that sensors 'can -misinterpret as a defect or failure. :Saturation of
transformers, occurs faster when the transformer Is:operated closer to its ýmaximum.'load [51. -Often,
effects like the generation f harmonics and reactive, power demand can chage sow fastthatf human..

monitors of the.power grid' cannot react fast ýenough.to.understand. and adjustpthe system iln time to:.
prevent- problems-, while effects like heat damage cannbuildslowly overlongtimes withoutany waring

` until failure occurs.

314 Potential Consequencesiof MHD at NPP

While~transformers- may abso)rb-the:bruntof. the daOmagecaused by the MHD. or GIC sigbnals,"they•m-inght.
alsO pass.transients .;including high frequency harmonics ;with sufficient-strength to be .a concern of:

:damage to sensitive electronics. The analysis performed, in the previous report (] determined that the:
,syuceptibility levels of NPP- n.strummentatio~n .and, monitoring...equipment::weremos.t often, _0A, as.
-determined by ;variOusgoveMment-staridards. The magnitudeof the currentsm induced on overhead.
linesis, comparable in magnitude to the currents. induced 'on buried .lines by, the-, early time, El
ýcomponent of'theHEMP' generatedjfields-and at least.aInorderof magnitudeless than the El' currents'

induce lin:overhead lines. ln'both cases, as the threat ýsignals propagated through the various,ý lectrical
networks +of :cbles, buses,.transformers and distribution panels, .there'Was sufficient margin--to protect;
thevequipment ofinterest.
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'4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS!

in-addition. to. re~cent efforts--to. consider" the vulrierability of sensitive electronic equipment'atNuclear
,Power Plants to the very short,*high intens.ity threaWtsposed by nuclear HEMP events, and conventional
High, PowerMIlrowave devices a'n eff0r was.-underftke.n to perform asimilar ana lysis of te. long

duration, low intensit ythreats ppsed-by HEMP MHD fieldrand Geomagnetlc:Storminduced ,currents;
,Based on decades of research and: over 150_years of measurement dataý the scientifitc'-ommunityhas
gainedsufficient--understanding ofGeomaIgnetically lnduced. Currents to.llowjfor:La more_-sdtastical
ýanalýysirathe r thapn:the analyticanalysIspf thevearlier effo rt.Based on this research, it is reasonable-to
c€onclude that"the magPnitude of*MHD and GIC curre ns.,are approximately the same, with both being
-sufficientlvy ow In-frquency that, theyV canPbe€considered asDC signals for comparison with powerK
tran.smission system s .Conidering all of-the variabes: that-affect each current:generating mrechOanism,
'the MHDQ:and: GIC are fairly .co:mparable:,inmagnitude, with their plrimarydifference being that, GIC,
,currentszare. of greaterduration.. Deending o -theitame of:Vear and .theý. t-time of day, as well as theý
relative lev/e of.:solar activity, currents:of afew amperes can.be expected frequently,.tens of amperes
.often andhundrýed. -of amperes.occasionally. Aftera quick comparisonwith the threat. currents and
safety margins analyzed and:,cal.cullated..in t"he. preyious report, it-is considered nlikely that1 hese Ithreats
will ý,do "any- harm-.. to the ,NPP systems: of interest. in 'fact, the .likeliest consequence -will be,,the
disconnection; of the':NPP :fromtheleocal.electrical grid:due'to transformer failuresý if not a greater,
collapse ofthe transmission line network.
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APPENDIXA]:•Statistical Data Regarding Geomagnetc Storms

Several different •ratingsystems.ohsave developedover thteyears i tomeasrure or describethie intensity ofU
geomagnetic storms. Whenas:torm ind~uce~s a strong equatoral ring current, kowing from Eastto West,
it will, in turn induce a mlagnetic field that opposes the naturalfiekl oftlhe Earth. Thechange: In' the
magnetic field ist measured hourly.at four locations near the equator andthese four values are.aVeraged
toýgenerate a_:single :value calledtifhe isturbance strength, or Dst,,in nanoTeslas (nT)., The K-index is ýa
qluasir-logarithmi~cscale with itvalue determined bymeasurements centered out of Boulder, Cloloado.
I has airange .of.Otoigland is-based'on-the maximum horiwritalcomponentof tueEarth's magneticfield
measured over each threeihour period. The Kp-lndex Is basically the same,:but is averaged over a
rnetwovrk of :14 :magneto6metedrs a;routnd th6eglobe at:locatioans of 44degrees to`60 ,degree latitude.
Because theXK andpindies are nonlihnear. they, have been conveted -toa linear api ndex :and 'when
eight,.ap.valuesare-averaged, giving a dailyvalue, the.result Is the Ap index; There Isalso .an Auroral

Eiectrojet"(AE) index that averagesthe readings from seven auroral:zone imagnetometers; 24-timers :every,
hour. 'There are.probably as: many mor'e-indices .that haven't been listed here as those that have :b6een.-
(Geomranetic-storms havealso.been stratified into -categoeiesýof intensity. Figurieg sone example
comparing'Atwostorm indicesthei.r actual magneticfiOeld amplitudecranges and a four-tier category of
storm severity, levels. For •omparison, the ý,undisturbed' magnetic ýfield :.strength of the. Earth Jis
aProxial-4ely.30,0Or nT:

CazgoyX K, Measurd. DavlAW

wu et 0-7 04 '04-94.T

MO -4stom '30-49" 5 70-119 nT

M4jo 4tr -9 6 1120-49 ,

SS.vu istKm 100400ý 7-.9 005 + aT

Figure w1: Comp o Indices andAssocited Manetic Field Levels- 18p. 41l

According to-another category,:a magneticst orm is, considered to be ý'Weak• fthe, Dst ind.ex is between
-0,and-S4nT, it is- called:'Moderate"-if it ranges fromr -0SnTto -lOOnT, -Intense. %when the: value fals,
between '-100nT to -SOOnT, and "Super intense" when it exceeds -500nT [19]. aearlythere is no one

¢accep•ed list of stormca estejesJustasýthere is no0o.nestorm index widely a;cepted bythe geomagnetic,-
community. Several additional figures are shown below thatindicat] e the probabilitof geomagnetic

stbrms of varyingleveNs of intensity or duration based on various-indies- described above.
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Figure 20 displays data that suggests storms, .!4OnT can be expected, -on -average,, once. A year while

storms 2 300nT can be expected,. on average, once evey ten -years. Figure 21 di5plays data that

suggests-storms'with a Kp index of5 odr more can be expectedto occurlelss than once a month while
storrms with a- Kp index of 8 or more can be expected to occur less than once, every-year. The data In
.Figure 20 suggest~storms with a Dst ! -2QOnT can be expected to occur 10% ofthe time in.ev6er three

week period..

I,
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Size of M~n11Uc OtutbanRC* 141

Fiigure .20:,Expected.Number f Annual Storms-- !40nTvs. Size of Storm (am)]7, p.-545],
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Figure.21: Probability of Annual Storm 'Occurrence vs. Size of Storm (Kp) [20, p. 141.
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Figure 21: to ro"b iy of StormSize (Dst) in any Twenty'D.yPeriod 121, pT841

.The, data plotted In Figure 23, Figure 24, and Figure. 25 ýshows the6correlatlon, between: var!ous storm
indices andthe cycle and magnitudeof recorded sunspoteactivitV,

_4
II"S ~ - 1 Q I
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Figure 23: Corrmlalion of a>80 ST 'with SunspotActivity from 1868LZ05 122;, p. 1411
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,Fgure 24:,Correlio6 :rDit<-OIOnT with SunspotActivity, frm M1957-2005122, p. 1411

f

Figure2S: e latfin o A•• >•600nT with Sunspot Ativiyfrbm 1582005:122 p. 1411
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